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Commerzone, Pune

CLIENT : Schlumberger
SCOPE : Interior Design
PROGRAM : Corporate Office
BUILT-UP AREA : 90,000 Sq.Ft.
STATUS : Completed

The clients brief for their office in Pune called for a design that 
would be ‘WOW’, one that would break away from their closed 
office culture to a more collaborative office environment.

4th floor was inspired by the Greek island of Santorini. What one 
visually associates with this place are the white in the color of the 
buildings, blue of the sea & small punches of color in the flowering 
shrubs. These Mediterranean colors became the basis of the color 
scheme further strengthened by the flowing forms in the design 
which recall the movement of water. Texture painted white surfaces 
& collaborative furniture in white & wood further enhance the theme.

Use of natural light was maximized for the workspaces while 
enclosed spaces were neatly placed along the core areas. Writable 
film was used on columns for both floors to make the space more 
interactive.





3rd floor was inspired by Central American colors & architecture. The idea was
to create a resort like feel with natural surroundings. A blue & beige carpet
simulates the sand & the sea, with a hazy merging of the 2 colors, emulating a
shoreline. Earthy colors like terracotta, beige & orange have been used. The
collaborative furniture is in wood with upholstery in earthy colors.

The cafeteria has been designed differently from the open office area to break
away from the theme. The color scheme has a palette of white, black, wood
tones and a splash of orange to add brightness. The serving counter has been
designed buffet style & is not as per the conventional office café counters.

The recreation area has stepped seating against 1 wall, with a busy ceiling
featuring colored grids. The ceiling has exposed ducting to create an industrial
look. This again breaks away from the theme of the office area.

The entire office space in both themes is punctuated with collaborative spaces 
which not only break a regular office set up visually but also act as alternative 
work spaces.
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